“The show was outstanding. Such professionalism NEVER seen in Zimbabwe like that and the snippets that they did for our school was beyond words. The boys STILL talk about it and want to see them again…”

Tracey Burns, HOD Music Department, CBC School Zimbabwe

“We are truly impressed by the BYU Young Ambassadors’ impeccable performance. I have been ransacking my brain to find the right words to describe my own impression but I do not think I have found them. So let me just say that the show was absolutely unforgettable, extraordinary and amazing.”

Rutorn Nopakun, President, Rotary Club of Bangrak, Thailand

“The production was a sheer delight from the moment it opened with the band and then to be bowled over by the energy, the costumes, the dancing and vibrant colour and the most beautiful chorus work and the soloists who were of the highest standard and who could most definitely be on the Broadway stage.”

Micheal Simmons, Port Elisabeth, South Africa

“You have changed many peoples’ lives with the contribution that you gave our beautiful country, with your time and talents. We will not forget the special moments we had with you.”

Wendy Osburn, Public Affairs Council of South Africa

“These young people represent the best America has to offer and they are the true ambassadors of the United States.”

Steven J. Green, U.S. Ambassador to Singapore

“Hats off to the BYU Young Ambassadors for the absolutely wonderful show they did in Corvallis, Oregon last Saturday night. A true tribute to BYU and the power of wholesome, talented entertainment.”

Tom Sherry, Corvallis, Oregon

“I saw the Young Ambassadors perform this week and they were outstanding! The joy that I received from watching this group perform was incredible. The energy and talent that they displayed in their singing and dancing was of professional quality.”

Lisa Hauser, Houston, Texas

“I heard many people mention that this was the best show they had ever seen…There arose a storm of applause when they finished their performance…The Young Ambassadors visit to Sendai has been very successful.”

Takashi Hayasaka, Sendai, Japan

“In Osaka, one hundred people bought tickets just to stand throughout the performance. I often sat near some of the community leaders who were invited to the performances. Most of them laughed and giggled throughout the show. The response of the audience was warm and wonderful.”

Luana Shumway, Tokyo, Japan
“Being on Young Ambassadors was the most well-rounded, wonderful experience of my life. With them, we weren’t just entertaining people—we were sharing a message and had a serious commitment to our work.”

_Dan Truman, keyboard player for country music group Diamond Rio_